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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A course in the use of the Microsoft SQL Server database management system to create,
update, and query database tables. The course covers both the syntax and the logic of the
major features of the T-SQL language. The course includes a brief introduction to the
programming aspects of T-SQL.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Describe the basic concepts of databases, tables, relationships, and normalization.
B. Analyze a multi-table database and its components and relationships through the

third normal form.
C. Analyze business requirements and create queries that satisfy those requirements

using all of the major SQL commands.
D. Manipulate a SQL Server database both interactively and with scripts using client

software to create, retrieve, and modify database objects.
E. Construct a database by creating tables, constraints, relationships, and views

following a database design.
F. Design queries that use all of the major components of the SQL language for

accessing data, including inner and outer joins, aggregate queries and subqueries
and a variety of the intrinsic functions supplied by SQL Server.
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G. Create queries that will manipulate- add, delete, and update- data in the database.
H. Design and implement simple T-SQL functions that use the programming

extensions of SQL Server to perform business tasks.

v. CONTENT
A. Overview of relational database systems

1. Components of a relational database managements system
a. Database objects: schemas, tables, attributes, views, programming objects
b. Database engines
c. Client software

2. The SQL language
a. SQL as a declarative language
b. SQL as a set-oriented language
c. Types of SQL statements
d. SQL syntax
e. SQL standards, extensions, and subsets

B. Relational database logical design
1. Database components

a. Schemas
b. Tables
c. Relationships
d. Queries
e. Views
f. Indexes
g. Stored routines and triggers

2. Design of tables and attributes
a. Data types for table attributes

1) Scalar types: Char, Varchar, numeric types, temporal types
2) XML data

b. Suitability of the data type for storing data
c. Constraints that improve data integrity
d. Candidate keys, primary keys, and entity integrity
e. Nulls and problems associated with nulls

3. Design of relationships between tables
a. Types of relationships (1:1, l:M, M:N)
b. Referential integrity
c. Implementing relationships with foreign keys
d. Implementing M:N relationships with junction tables
e. Cascade properties for relationships

4. Codd's rules for relational databases
5. Database normalization

a. Update, insert, and delete anomalies
b. First, second, and third normal forms
c. Denormalization of tables

C. Using the SQL Server client to work with data
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1. Creating and executing SQL using the graphical interface SQL Server
Management Studio

2. Creating and executing script files and saving the script results to a file using
the command line client sqlcmd.

D. Implementation of database objects with SQL create statements
1. Creating tables and attributes including data type and nullability
2. Creating constraints, relationships, and indexes
3. Altering table definitions
4. Creating views
5. Using the Information Schema to access database object metadata
6. Using the Object Browser to access database object metadata
7. Using temporary tables

E. Analysis of business requirements
1. Understanding data sources
2. Translating requirement expressed in natural language to SQL
3. Recognizing incomplete or inconsistent specifications
4. Testing queries

F. Accessing data via queries using the SQL Select statement
1. Using the From clause to define table expressions

a. Retrieving data using single table expressions
b. Joining multiple tables with inner joins, outer joins, full joins, and self

JOIns
c. Using the condition join syntax
d. Using the comma join syntax
e. Using common table expressions
f. Using table aliases

2. Using the Select clause to display data
a. Selecting columns
b. Using calculations and concatenation for column display
c. Creating column aliases
d. Using Distinct
e. Using Top in the Select clause

3. Using the Order By clause to sort the result set
4. Using the Where clause to filter the display

a. Comparison tests: equal, not equal, greater than, less than
b. List membership using the In() syntax
c. Range test using the Between syntax
d. Testing for Null
e. Three valued logic
f. String comparison issues
g. Pattern matching using Like and wildcards
h. Complex criteria using the And, Or, and Not operators
i. Filtering for unmatched records using Not In

5. Using the Group By clause and the Having clause to summarize data
a. Using aggregate functions: Avg, Count, Max, Min, Sum
b. Using the Group by clause to partition data
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c. Using the Having clause to filter the results
6. Using subqueries and correlated subqueries

a. Using subqueries instead ofjoins
b. Using subqueries with comparison tests: In() and Exists

7. Using the set operations of Union, Intersect, Minus
8. Using single row functions in queries

a. Text functions
b. Number functions
c. Temporal functions
d. Logic functions
e. Conversion and formatting functions
f. XML functions
g. Analytic functions

9. Using user-defined variables in queries
G. Modification of the table data

1. Using Insert queries to add rows to a table
2. Using multi-row inserts
3. Using Delete queries to remove rows from a table
4. Using Update queries to alter data in a table
5. Using Truncate to empty a table
6. Creating a table with data from another table
7. Updating through a view
8. Using Merge queries

H. Introduction to creating stored routines
1. Overview of programming extensions to T-SQL
2. Programming language basics

a. Program blocks
b. Declaring and using local variables in a stored routine
c. Coding a selection structure

3. Creating and using functions with parameters
4. Using stored routines to encapsulate business rules

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class Assignments
a. Compare techniques used to evaluate a processing task and translate it

into SQL queries
b. Compare techniques for evaluating, testing and debugging queries
c. Compare interactive query execution and script processing
d. Analyze execution plans using SQL Server Management Studio

2. Out-of-class lab assignments using the computer and the client/server
software for the SQL Server database
a. Writing, testing, and refactoring queries that select data from single

tables and from multiple tables
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b. Writing, testing, and refactoring queries that use single row criteria,
aggregate functions, and built-in functions to retrieve data and perform
updates

c. Creating tables with validation rules using SQL statements
d. Developing user-defined functions and using them in SQL queries

B. Evaluation
1. Participation in class activities
2. Student assignments as described above that measures the student's ability

to use SQL command to retrieve data and update tables and to design and
create tables and simple functions

3. Written exams that measure the student's ability to:
a. Design and write queries using SQL commands
b. Create tables and insert and modify data
c. Develop queries that use joins, single row criteria, variables,

aggregate functions, and data type and conversion functions
d. Understand logical design issues, referential integrity, the results of

using different types of joins
4. Comprehensive final exam

C. Texts and Other Instructional Materials
1. Textbook

a. Kellenberger, Beginning T-SQL 2008, Apress: NewYork, 2009
b. Ben_Gan, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Fundamentals,

Microsoft Press, Redmond, Washington, 2009
2. Instructor developed materials

a. SQL scripts to create and populate sample database tables
b. Tutorials for working with the clients for SQL Server

3. Computer access to a SQL Server Database Management System (DBMS)
where a student can create and work with tables

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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